lunch & learn
AT THE CAMPUS CLUB

thursday april 2nd
BEGINNS AT 12 PM | DALE SHEPHARD
FREE TO ATTEND

carlson funds enterprise:
sustainability and investing
Incorporating environmental, social, and governance (ESG) issues into investment decision making

Featuring Susanna Gibbons, Director of the Carlson Funds Enterprise and her team of MBA students who manage investments of over $40 million according to a set of ESG principles.
Buy your lunch in the Servery and bring it to the Dale Shephard room where we will learn about the goals, process, and outcomes of this Carlson School project.

Do not bring outside food to the Campus Club. Seating is limited so save your place today! Non-members can pick up a day pass at the front desk to attend this event.

non-members welcome
RSVP ONLINE OR CALL
612 - 626 - 7788
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